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Ulysses are retrieved for each search catalog displays has the potential to in-

crease a user's understanding of the na-

ture of the items retrieved in an author or
work search and to shorten long displays.

To begin, the second objective is re-
viewed in an effort to clarily its require-
ments. Next, the catalog filing rule

scheme is investigated in a historical

analysis to determine particular ar-
rangements that have been used in cata-
Iogs to collocate work and author rec-

ords. In this analysis, attention is paid to
types of items Irequently neglected in
discussions of the second objective:

works about a particular work or author,

re{'erred to in this paper as "works

about," and works related to a particular
work. Tillett's bibliographic relationship

taxonomy (199Ia) is then examined for
its contribution to the construction of

displays that meet the second objective.

Following the investigation of these two
schemes, a new, relationship-based

the same set of records, they are not ar-
ranged together, nor are they arranged in
a useful or organized manner. lnstead,
they are scattered among records for
other items, some of which are related and
some not. Displays such as those shown in
Iigures I and 2 obscure the presence o{
records for particular authors and works
and, further, may confuse users, leading
them to abandon searches under the misl

taken assumption that the library does not
own the work or works they seek.

This paper identi{ies 
'schemes 

that
might be used in the online catalog for
organizing author and work records to
achieve the second obiective ofthe cata-
log. These schemes have in common the
use of groups, or classes, based on rela-
tionships among items to organize catalog
displays. The terms group andclass will be
used slmonymously here. The use of rela-
tionship-based organization of records in

l. After Joyce: studies in hction after Ulysses / Robert Martin Adams.
2. Blooms of Dublin / Anthony Burgess ... A musical play based on

James Joyce's Ulysses.
3. The English in the West Indies, or, The bow of Ulysses / by James Anthony

Froude.
4. Flower of the mountain : for soprano solo and orchestra (1986) / Stephen

Albert ... text from Joyce's Ulysses.
5. A handlist to James Joyce's Ulysses : a complete alphabetical index to the

critical readirg text
6. James Joyce y la epica modema : introduccion a la lectura de {.Ilysses /

Manual Almagro Jimenez.
7. Jarnes Joyce's Ulysses / edited and with an introduction by Harold Bloom.
8. Joyce's nbtes andearly drafts for Ulysses : selections from the Buffalo

collection / edited by Phillip F. Hening.
9. Narrative situations in the novel; Tom Jones, Moby-Dick, The ambassadors,

Ulysses.
10. Odysseus / James Joyce [Swedish translation]
I 1. The personal memoirs of Julia Dent Grant (Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant)...
12. Songs to texts by James Joyce ... [includes song for Ulysses]
13. Ulysses / by James Joyce ; with a foreword by Morris L. Ernst ...
14. Ulysses. [by James Joyce]
15. Ulysses/ James Joyce. [videorecording]
16. Ulysses : a review of three texts : proposals for alterations to the texts

of 1922, 1961 and 1984 / Philip Gaskell and Clive Hart.
I7 - Ulysses, Kansas : l:1fi) 0ffi-scale planimetric map ...
18. Ulysses pagefinder/ compiled by Ian Gunn & Alistair McCleery
19. Ulysses, soliloquies of Molly and Leopold Bloom [sound recording]
20. Ulysses. Spanish.

Figure l. WORK DISPLAY Hypothetical Tide Keyword Search for James foyce's Ulyssas



scheme for author 
"".:::.#:?proposed that combines features of the

{iling rule scheme and the bibliographic
relationships taxonomy to show the na-
ture of items retrieved and the relation-
ships among them more clearly than
either of the other two schemes alone.

REQUIREMENTS oF THE
SEcoND On;rcrrvn

As formulated in the Paris Principles, the
requirements of a catalog stipulated by
the second objective are somewhat vague:
"The catalogue should be an efffcient in-
strument for ascertaining . . . (a) which
works by a particular author and (b) which

editions of a particular work are in the
library" (International Federation of Li-
brary Associations 1971, xiii). What ex-
actly is required of a catalog that it "be an
eflicient instrument for ascertaining" the
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works of an author and the editions of a

work? Lubetzky, who greatly influenced
this statement of the objectives, stated it
more clearly: "The objectives which the

catalog is to sewe are two: . . . to relate

and dlsplay together [emphasis added]

the editions which a library has of a given
work and the works which it has of a given
author" (Lubetzky 1960, ix). Lubetzky's
wording clarifies the task of the catalog;
for the catalog to "be an ellicient instru-

ment," it must relate and display together
work and author records. His wording also
makes apparent why the second objective

is called the "collocating objective."

In the manual environment, the collo-

cating objective involves liling work and

author records together, one after an-

other. Here an alphabetical arrangement

of records provides for the retrieval and

display of work and author records simul-

taneously. In the electronic environment,

Allen. Walter Emest. 19l l-
Six great novelists: Defoe, Fielding, Scott, Dickens, Stevenson ...

Almar, George.
Oliver Twist. A serio-comic burletta, in three acts

Archaeology of urban America : the search for pattem and process / edited by
Roy S. Dickens, Jr.

Canoll, John R.
A carol for Tiny Tim : the sequel to ... Dickens' "A Christmas carol"

Cronin, James Gerald, 1904-
Ground water in Dickens and Kent Counties, Texas ...

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Best thoughs of Charles Dickens irranged in alphabetical order...

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
A Christmas carol.

Dickens. Charles. 18l2-1870.
Linle Dorrit.

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Oliver Twist.

Johnson, Charles Plumptre, 1853- 1938.
Hints to collectors of original editions of the works of Charles Dickens

Korg, Jacob, ed.
London in Dickens'day.

Lewis, Bernard, 1908-
About "The Old Curiosity Shop"

Linle Dorrit : frlm two: Little Dorrit's story / Sand Films [videorecording]
McKnight, Natalie.

Idiots, madmen, and other prisoners in Dickens
Structure and process in southeastern archaeology / edited by Roy S. Dickens

Figure 2. AUTHOR DISPLAY Hlpothetical Author Kelvord Search on Dickens for works by

Charles Dickens.
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however, the retrieval and display {unc-

tions are separated. In an online catalog it

is possible fbr all the editions of a work to

be retrieved at the same time but not

arranged together one a{ter another or

displayed together. Thus, the second ob-
jective may now be more accurately inter-

preted as having two requirements, a re-

trieval requirement and a display

requirement. This paper fbcuses on the

display requirement.

In the electronic environment, the

word display can be used in a variety of

ways. Discussions of online catalog dis-

plays have frequently focused on issues

related to screen layout, consistency, high-

lighting, and other fbrmatting issues (e.g.,

Online Catalog Screen Displays 1986).

This paper emphasizes the organizational

and intellectual aspects of display, specifi-

cally, the organization and arrangement of

bibliographic records presented as a re-

sult of a search.

In {brmulating the requirements of the

second objective precisely, another issue

that must be addressed is stipulating what

it is that must be collocated. The wording

of the second objective does not speci{y

what is to be treated as "the works of an

author" or "the editions of a work." Is a

single person or coryorate bodyto be con-

sidered an author, regardless ofthe narne

that person or body uses in its works? Or

does a dif{'erent, albeit related, "author"

exist when that person or corporate body

uses a diflerent name? In practice, the

cataloging rules have sometimes called {br

creating diff'erent "authors" if they use

di{Ierent names and sometimes not. For

example, dif{'erences in treatment of

pseudonyms can be found between the

Anglo-Amzrican C atalo guing Rules, Znd

ed. (AACR2) (1978;22.2C2) and the An-

glo- Am.eric an C atalo guing Rules, 2nd ed.

1988 revision (AACR2R) (rule 22.282).

However, even when di{I'erent authors

have been created by the use ofdif{'erent

names {br the same person or body, prac-
tice has required the relating ofthe works

ofa single person or corporate body by the

use of cross ref'erences. This practice may

be interpreted as fulfilling the require-

ments of the second obiective in that the

works of an author are-related, although

all the works of that author have not,

strictly speaking, been collocated.

Forworks, the picture is more compli-

cated. More controversy has been aroused

over what is to be considered to be an

edition of a work than perhaps any other

aspect ofthe second objective (fbr a sum-

mary of this controversy, see Yee 1994b,

1994c, 1995a, and tg95b). Seldom men-

tioned in discussions of this issue is that

related items not considered to be edi-

tions are almost always filed together im-

mediately fbllowing the editions of awork

in an author display. Thus even related

items that have not been treated as "edi-

tions ofawork" per se have been included

within the scope of the second objective

by virtue of filing practice.

The inclusion of related works within

the scope of the second objective is sup-

ported by cataloging theorists. Lubetzlcy,

in his discussion of entrv lbr works. in-

cludes the class of "dependent works,"

which he defines as those that are "written

not {br their own sake, but to accompany

other works upon which they depend {br

their interest. Such are indexes, glossa-

ries, supplements, appendices, cadenzas,

librettos, etc." (Lubetzky 1953,48). One

assumes that he also had in mind a broad

interpretation ol' the second objective

when he made the assertion that: "[a cata-

loq must call the readers] attention to

related [emphasis in text] materials in the

library which might be pertinent to his

interest and thus help him to utilize more

fully and adequately the library's re-

sources" (Lubetzky f969, I0). Doma-

novszlcy'.s inter?retation of the scope of

the second objective with respect to works
(Domanovszky i975, 98) is also broad:

the elemental objects to be brought

together by the second lunction must be

connected with one another by the identity

of a nucleus of their contents; which nec-

essarily implies that they must have in

common, at least pardy, also the intellec-

tual source oftheir contents. . . . The rela-

tionship constituted by the common

intellectual nucleus of their respective

contents may vary, {br instance, between a

complete identity of these contents and an

absolute lack of any litaral [emphasis in

text] identity.
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the concept of "work" should be delined

narrowly, to include only those items that

contain the same text, the scope of the

second objective requires the catalog to

assemble not only the editions of a par-

ticular work, but all the works related to

that work. The term he applies to this

assemblage is "literary unit," a term {irst

used by Pettee (1936). Wilson states
( I989a, 345):

. . . if we wanted to claim that the texts of

items assembled by the second function

should be nothing but texts of the same

work, itwould be awkward if the elemental

objects we assemble as editions oI Hamlet,

fbr instance, include commentaries, intro-

ductions, prefaces, appen&ces by others,

in otherwords, much text not plausibly iden-

tified as part of the textof Hamlet . . . But

Ibr literary units this is no problem. They

can com{brtably be seen as assembling

{amilies of texts with related though not

identical content and di{I'erent miscellane-

ous attachments that mav or mav nor con-

stitute separate works by other authors.

This broader class of items consisting

o{'sets of related works has also beei

called "superwork," a term lirst coined by
Edward T. O'Neill and Elaine Svenonius.

Lubetzky includes a f'urther class of
items within the scope of the second ob-
jective: works about an author or work. In
a paperwritten {br the International Con-
fbrence on Cataloguing Principles he
identilies "entries indel Bible where all
the editions, translations, and,works about

[emphasis added] the Bible are found"
(Lubetzlcy 1963, 142). It is probable that
works about have seldom been mentioned

about a particular author or work file im-
mediately lbllowing records fbr the
authors and works themselves.

In summary, the second obiective may
be intelpreted as requiring catalogs to re-
trieve as well as relate and display together
(a) the works of an audror-regardlessof the
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name used by that author-and the works

about that author and (b) the editions of a
work, the works related to it, and works

about it. In the {bllowing sections, two
schemes, the filing rule scheme and the
bibliographic relationship scheme, are in-
vestigated lbr their potential to help {br-

mulate displays that meet this objective.

Tnn Frr.ruc RurB Scnnup

The oldest scheme for meetingthe second

objective in display is {bund in catalog
{iling rules. Filing rules represent the
most precise formulations of the second
objective in that they spell out explicitly
what is to be collocated in the catalog and

how it is to be done. Analysis of these rules
reveal.s the classe.s and subclasses of mate-
rials frequently identified for ordering
work and author displays. For example,
filing rules often include provisions fbr

grouping items representing translations
of a particular work and {iling them a{ter
the group of items representing editions
in the original language. Thus, filing rules

extend the collocation requirement be-

yond the mere "displaying together" of

work and author records to the displaying
ofthese records in an organized and help-
ful manner. This is especially true Ibr

works existing in many editions and {br

proli{ic authors. In the sections on work
and author {iling below, the classes cre-
ated byfiling rules that comprise work and

;:*:l 

displays are identi{ied and re-

In many respects, the manner in which
records are arranged depends on their
content. The content ofrecords depends
on cataloging practice, which is deter-
mined by the set of cataloging rules used
at a given time. Because of this, any liling
rules scheme must be regarded as drawing
upon sets ofcataloging rules as well as sets

of {iling rules. Although {iling rules are the
Ibcus of the analysis that {bllows, catalog-
ing practice is re('erred to when necessary
to explain how speci{ic classes are fbrmed.

Eight filing rule codes were analyzed:
o Panizzi's rules {br the Catalogue of

Printed Books in the British Museum,
r84l

o jewettt rules lbr the Smithsonian Re-
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port on the Construction of Cata-
logues of Libranas, 1853 (fewett)
Cutter's Rules for a Dictionary Cata-
log,4rh ed. rewritten, 1904 (Cutter)

A.L.A. Rules for Filing Catalog Cards ,
1942 (ALA L942)

. Filing Rules for the Dictionary Cata-

logs ofthe Library of Congress, 1956
(LC 1956)

o A.L.A. Rules for Filing C atalog C ards,
2nd ed., 1968 (ALA 1968)

t ALA FilinsRules, 1980 (ALA f980)
. Librery of Congress Filing Rules,

1980 (LC 1980)
Each code is followed by the abbrevia-

tion that will be used in the analpis below.
Although rules are often provided in these
codes for subarrangement of records
within each class or subclass, subarrange-
ment rules are not addressed here. Further

discussion on subarrangement issues may
be found in Svenonius (1988), O'Neill and

Vrzine-Goetz (1989), andAvres et al. (1995).

WoRK FILING

Work displays created by codes of {iling
rules have, for the most part, been highly

organized. Under the provisions of many

codes, work records are arranged in
classes and subclasses based on their rela-

tionship to the original publication of the

work or their publication status; that is,

whether they are published alone or with

other works, or whether they are publish-
ed in parts.

The class of records most frequently

identifted in the filing nrles, and the class
that almost alwap appears lirst in work dis-

plays, is edltlons of tlw uork in the orighnl
language (Parjzzi rule DOil/, Jewett nrle

>OOilV, Cutter rules 326-332, ALA 1942

rules 26(b) and 26(c), LC 1956, and ALA
1968 rule 27). The most recent codes of
ffling rules (ALA 1980 rule 2.2 and LC 1980

rule 6) do not make use of classes such as
"editions in the original language" but rely

instead on provisions of AACR2 and
AACR2R for the use of unilbrm author

names and uniform titles to collocate edi-
tions of awork in the original language auto-
maticallv. Uniform tides. as constructed bv

AACM: rrr prrtpor"ly designed to provide
elaborate groupings or classilications based

on various characteristics of the items

discusses the
uniform tide

cataloged. Vellucci (1990)
classiftcatory function of the
in some depth.

Because the use of unilbrm title is op-

tional (AACft2R, rule 25.1), editions of a

work published under varying titles will

not necessarily be displayed together. In

actual practice, the use of uniform title is

inconsistent and unless extraordinary eI'-

forts are made by indMdual libraries'only

some editions of a work in its original

language will be displayed together, while

others will be scattered alphabetically by

their titles proper among records for com-

pletely diflerent works (Carlyle 1996).

Provisions for arwlqtics, that is, records

{br e&tions of works cbntained within col-

lections, sometimes require that andpical

records be interfiled with other e&tion

records (Cutter rule 335, LC 1956 Aut.

rule IE). An example of an analytical rec-

ord would be a record for an e&tion of

Olioer Twist that is published as a volume

in a set of Dickens' collected works. Filing

analytics with records {br editions pub-

lished separately makes sense, since an

edition published within a collection usu-

ally contains text identical to the text in an

edition published separately. However, in

some codes analytics are interliled with

unlike materials such as related works
(At-A, 1968 rules 26, 27) or are filed to-

gether as a separate class ofmaterial (ALA

1942 rule 25(7b)). One assumes that in

codes that do not provide {br analytics, the

filing ofthese records is le{t to the discre-

tion of the liler or the policy ol'the indi-

vidual institution. In ALA 1980 and LC

1980, analytics lile as is; that is, the {iling

ofthese records depends on the presence

and construction of analytical entries,

which, in tum, allow lbr the interliling of

editions and related works in the same

display.

A group ol records representing frcns-

lntions of the original edition often follows

the group of records for editions in the

original language (Parizzi rule I)O(V,

fewett rule )OfiIV Cutter rule 331, ALA

igaz .ule 25(7b),26(b) and 26(c), LC

1956 Aut. rule IG, ALA 1968 nlle 27).

Occasionally provisions are made for

translations to be liled under their titles
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proper, treating them as if they were com-
pletely separate works unrelated to any
other of the author's works (ALA 1942
rule 25, ALA 1968 rule 26). Using ALA
1980 or LC 1980, translations would ffle
after e&tions in the original language only
if appropriately constructed uniform titles
were used. If no unifbrm title were used,
they would file as if'they were separate
and unrelated works.

In early codes, rules were created for
special classes of mnteriah closely related
to the original work. Panizzi (rule IJO(V)
and fewett (rule )OO(IV) make arrange-
ments for items containing the work both
in the original language and in translation
to be ftled following editions in the origi-
nal language. Many of the codes contain
provisions for liling records for selections
or portions of a work published separately
(Panizzi rule I)O(V; Jewett rule )OfiIV
Cutter rule 326; ALA 1968 rule 27, foot-
note 37; and ALA 1980 and LC 1980 if
appropriate uniform titles are used). ALA
1942 (rule 26(b)) speciffes that records fbr
manuscripts of a work Iile before records
for editions in the original language.

Criticisms and other works about a
work-called here roorks about-have
also been grouped together as an integral
part of the work display, Ibllowing records
more closely related to the original work.
In P anizzi (rule DOff), cross-references
were filed at the beginning of a file, before

about lile before editions of the work.

Jewett (rule XXXVI) filed cross-refer-
ences after all other pertinent records
had been {iled. In all other codes, in-
cluding ALA 1980 and LC 1980, works
about file together in a group lbllowing
all the other records in a work display
(Cutter rule 334, ALA 1942 rules 25,
26(a) and 26(b), LC 1956 Aut. rule lII,
ALA 1968 rules 26 and 27, ALA 1980
rule 2.2 and LC 1980 rule 6). ALA 1942
(rules 25 and 26(b)) and ALA 1968 (rule
27) make provisions lbr a critici.sm of a
particular edition, translation, or part to
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file imme&ately after that particular e&-

tion, translation, or part.
Treatment of relnted uorks inthe ftling

rules is somewhat difficult to discover.

The related work category contains items

that have many different relationships to

the original e&tion. Examples of related
works include sequels, supplements, in-

dexes, concordances, screenplays, libret-
tos, and subseries (AACRZR, rule
21.28A1.). Related works often have a
main entry different from the main entry
of the work to which they are related, but

are given an added entryto show the rela-
tionship to the original. Related works

have only within the last 50 years been
identified and named as a particular class

of materials in cataloging (American Li-

brary Association 1949). However, works

of this type have, in practice, almost al-

ways been incorporated into work dis-
plays, often interftled with works about.

Some of the difliculties of ascertaining the

treatment of related works in the codes

are that they have either not been men-

tioned at all, thev have been treated as

equivalent to editions, or they have not

been treated as a class of materials per se

but rel'erred to in the context ofan added

entry. For example, LC 1956 states: "If a
book has some connection with another

author's work, but is not a criticism of it

and does not include the original text, an
added entry is o{ten made under that

author. In t[at case the title ofthe work in

question is included as part ofthe added

ently heading. As an added entry the card

is filed after the texts of the work and
be{bre the criticism (or subject) cards for

thatwork" (LC 1956, 19).
In AI-A 1968, related work added entries

are lbrmally identiffed as "author-tide added

entries" and provisions for ftling them state

that they are to interfile with analytic entries,
which have the same form, and follow edi-

tion re<prds and precede records for worl<s

about (rule 26(b) and 27). Again, this creates
a class composed of two very &fferent types

of materials, analytical e&tions and related

works. In ALA 1980 and LC 1980, author-ti-

de added entries, now called name-dtle
added entries, are treated as equivalent to
main entries (rules 2 and 6, respectively).

Thus, in catalogs following these rules,
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work displays are even more confusing
because related work records interfile
among edition records and analytical e&-
tion records.

Special treatment is accorded works
represented byverylarge numbers of rec-
ords in several ofthe codes, providing tbr
even more classes of materials, thus cre-
ating even more highly organized displays.
Panizzi (rule DOflX), and lewett lbllow-
ing him (rule )O(XVII), specify rules solely
Ibr arranging records for the Bible. By the
time AI-A 1942 was published, special
rules were included foi "anonymoui clas-
sics" as well as the Bible (rules 28-30). LC
1956 (anonymous classics rule) and ALA
1968 (rules 29-30) also contained special
provisions fbr filing anonymous classics
and the Bible. Agarli', ALA 1980 and LC
1980 provide for organized arrangements
for all works only insofar as the correct
unifbrm title headings are used in individ-
ual records.

AurHoR Fnrnc

Author &splays, like work displays, have
usually been composed ofvarious classes of
author records. All liling codes provide Ibr
groupingworks by an author together. How-
ever, prior to 1968, the major codes divided
the works of an author into various sub-
classes, particularly{br classic orvoluminous
authors. lnParizi (rule Dil), ]ewett (mle

)OfiIV), Cutter (rule 326), ALA 1942 (rules

26(a),26(b), and 26(c) {br classic and volu-
minou^s authors), and LC 1956 (Aut. mle
IA), the lirst class of works by an author
consists oI compLete uorlcs of an utthor
Some of the codes further subdivide this
class into complete works in the original
language, complete works in the original
Ianguage and in translation, and complete
works in translation onlv (Panizzi rules
DO(-LO(II, Jewett rde fufv), although
mle 26(a) in AI-A 1942 stipulates two cate-
gories only: complete works in the original
language and complete works in translation.

Following complete works is a class
containing selected uorks of an author
(Panizzi rule DOOII; fewett mle )OOilV
Cutter rule 326; ALA 1942 rules 26(a),
26(b), and 26(c)). LC 1956 (Aut. rule I)
combines complete and selected works

into a single class. As with complete
works, selected works might be subar-
ranged into various groups based on lan-
guage of text. Catalogs fbllowing ALA
1968 (rule 27 for organized author ar-
rangement), ALA 1980, or LC 1980 would
create author displays that grouped com-
plete works and selected works only if
uni{brm titles were used. Unilbrm titles
create groups containing complete works
as well as groups containing specific tlpes
of works, Ibr example, plays, essays, po-
ems. etc. bv use of collective uni{brm ti-
tles, for eiample, "Works" or "Essays"

(Anglo-American C atab guing tu lps (1967)

rule 107; AACR2R rules 25.8 and 25.10).
Actual catalog displays from early catalogs
also reveal classes containing specilic types
of works in displays for various prolilic
authors. For example, the Shakespeare dis-
play in the Catalogue of the Library of the
Bos'ton Athenaun features the special
classes "separate Plap" and "Poems" *hich
{ile alter "selections" (Boston Athenreum
1874-1 880, 27 07 -27 08).

In ALA 1942. selected works are com-
bined with selections frorn a single work
or from ourians u.,orks (rule ZO(a)). In
other codes, selections lrom a single work
or various works are grouped together

separately and filed either be{bre single
works of the author (Panizzi rule IXXIV,

Jewett rule X)O(IV) or after (ALA 1942

rule 26(b) and 26(c)). Again, the filing of
selections fiom a single work or fiom vari-
ous works in ALA 1968, ALA 1980, and
LC 1980 depends on whether or not uni-
{brm titles containing the collective title
"Selections" were used in the record.

Single uorks by an author are treated
as discussed in the section on work filing
above. However, an early practice noi
mentioned above distinguished works by
an author as main entry and the author as
joint author, illustrator, editor, etc. (see

discussion in Cutter 1904, 119). LC 1956

required the interliling ol author as main
entry and author as joint entry but created
a separate group lbr the author as com-

piler, joint compiler, editor, etc. (Aut. rule
IIA). Some online catalogs containing

cataloging records with relator designa-
tions {bllowing the author name in the
author heading, lbr example, "ed.," create
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separate groups for these records because
filing programs sort on relator terms. Re-
Iator terms are seldom used today; thus
such groups might be misleading to cata-
log users because they give the impression
that all the works edited, etc., by an author
might be fbund in such groupi.

Sometimes displayed as a separate
group are spurious and dtrubtful u;orks.
ALA 1942 explicitly mentions these
works, requiring that they ffle after the
known works of the author (rule 26(b)).
Because the A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for
Author and Title Entri,es (American Li-
braryAssociation 1949) and previous sets
of cataloging rules stipulate use of a form
subdivision "spurious and doubtful works"
in an author heading for works of this
nature, those cataloqs constructed by such
rules would group fh"re works automat-
ically by fbllowing the rules for alphabeti-
cal {iling. Parizzi's last author grouping
contains "works not written by the person
but under whose name they will be cata-
loged" (rule DOCVII), which would per-
haps have contained spurious and doubt-
{ul works if they existed.

The Iast class of materials common to
all the codes is works about the author,
including both biographies and criticisms.
Works about usually file last in an author
display (Cutter rule 326, ALA 1942 rules
25,26(a) and 26(b), LC 1956 Aut. rule III,
ALA 1968 rules 26 atd27,ALA 1980 rule
1980 and LC 1980 rule 6). In actual cata-
logs, works about can outnumber the ac-
tual works of an author, particularly works
about classic and volumilnous authors, and
may thus comprise a significant portion of
an author display.

An unusual arrangement is stipulated
in ALA 1942 rule 26(c), one of the op-
tional mles fbr arrangement ol'classic and
voluminous authors. It requires that texts
of all types by the author in the original
language be filed in one group, followed
by groups of texts in various translations
{iled by language. Each ol'these two ma.jor
groups is subdivided into the {bllowing
classes: complete works, selected works,
single works, spurious and doubtful
works, and selections. These two maior
groups are followed by three categoriei of
works about: biography and general criti-
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cism, criticism of single works, and other

subiect entries for the author.
in later codes, rules {br the creation of

author displays are quite simple, specifr-

ing two classes only: works by the author

and works about the author (ALA 1942
rule 25. ALA 1968 rule 26. ALA 1980 rule

2.2, and LC 1980 rule 6). These displays
separate groups of work records from
works about the work (criticisms, for ex-

ample). In addition, as mentioned above,

if uniform titles are not used, such &splays

do not collocate the editions of a work

because they separate records for editions

that have varying titles proper or trans-

lated titles and they interfile records for

related works among edition records. In

ALA 1942 and ALA 1968, the simple

bylabout display was recommended fbr

nonclassic or nonvoluminous authors

only, presumably because these displays

would consist of f'ew records.

Finally, cross-reference records are

olten used in author displays. See re{-er-

ences are used to refer users {iom various

{brms of an author's name. See also re{'er-

ences zue used to reI'er users from various

names used by the same author. In a list-

ing of titles under author name, see re{'er-

ences can be made fiom variant titles oI'

an author's work to its uniform title (e.g.,

AACR2RnrJre 26.4; illustrated in fig. 3 on

Iines 3 and 7). This type of see re{'erence

was used in earlycatalogs when no records

were {iled under variant titles and all re-

cords were {iled under unifbrm titles.

Such see ref'erences are still sometimes

used to direct users to unilbrm titles.

However, few online catalogs are able to

display title references and, mimicking

the card environment, displaythem under

author name only and not under title as

well. Furthermore, few catalogs, if any,

{bllow early catalog practice and display

the see re{'erence instead ofrecords under

the variant title.

Those online catalogs displaying title

see re{'erence.s frequently display records

containing the same variant title in prox-
imity to the title re{'erence, sending a po-

tentially confusing message to the users
(see l ines 3, 4, 6,7, and 8 in { ig. 3). In

ad&tion, the title that they see on the

screen usuallyrepresents records {br related
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works (see line 6 in fig. 3); records fbr
editions ol'the work tley are actually seek-
ing are buried in the group of recoids that
appears under the author name alone (see

line Z in ftg. 3). See and see also references
can also be used to direct users to parts of
works cataloged independendy (for exam-
ple, AACR2R n:Ie 26.48.2) and to direct
users from relatedwork entries to the work
to which they are related (for example,
AAC R2R rule 26.4C), respectively.

FILING Rur,ns DIscUssIoN

All of the codes of ffling rules, inclu&ng
AI-A 1980 and LC 1980, require the for-
mation ofgroups ofwork and author rec-
ords based on their relationships to each
other. Groups are deffned because the
items in them share speciftc relationships
to each other. For example, in the transla-
tions group, all items share the same rela-
tionship to the original in that they have
all been translated into a language differ-
ent from the language of the original. The
extent to which grouping based on spe-
cific relationships has occurred in the dis-
play ofworks and authors has frequently
depended on the number ofrecords asso-
ciated with them. In the words of ALA
1968 (113):

Arrangement of all works by title page tide
is suitable only for a small collection with
relatively few titles under an author An
organized arrangement should be intro-
duced in situations where the alphabetic
order becomes difficult to consult because

of the number and character of the tides,

editions, translations, etc., as under classic

and voluminous authors . . .

Large files have always presented a

problem for catalog users, and grouped

arrangements have been used as means of

solving this problem. However, if the

groups used in ordering are not clearly

marked, the resultant arrangements may

be confusing to users, which was noted by

fackson in his study ofcatalog use (1958).

The dangers ofgrouped arrangements in

the card environment were identilied

early on. Cutter, with his usual perspicu-

ity, noted (rule 326):

. . . practice hitherto has been to arrange

entries by joint authors afar the works writ-

ten by the first author alone . , , but al-

though it is pleasing to a classilying mind, it

is practically objectionable because a reader,

not knowing that the book he is looking for

is ajoint production, and not linding it in the

Iirst series of titles, might suppose that it is

not in the library This danger is greatest in

a card catalog, where it entirely overweighs

the somewhat visionary advantage of the

separate arrangement. The arrangement of

a card catalog should be as simple as possi-

ble, because the reader having only one

card at a time under his eye can not easily

see what the arrangement is. On the

printed page, where he takes in many titles

at a glance, more classification can be ven-

tured upon; there the danger is conffned

to the more voluminous authors; where

there are few titles the consulter wilI read

them all and so will not miss any.

Search on: DICKENS CHARLES

Line Entries Author/Title

I I Dickens, Charles, 1719-1793.
2 283 Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
3 0 Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Annotated Christmas carol.
4 ll search for Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Christmas carol.
5 3 Dickens, Charles, l812-1870. Bleak House.
6 11 Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Christmas carol.
7 0 Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Christmas carol in prose.
8 1l search for Dickens. Charles. 1812-1870. Christmas carol.
9 | Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870. Christmas carol. Selections.

10 I Dickens. Charles. 1812-1870. Christmas carol. Selections. 1992.

Figure 3. Work Cross-Reference Display Under Author Name.
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One solution to the problem of users
being unaware of grouped arrangements
was to insert guide cards to mark the be-
ginning of record groupings. However, it
was never widely implemented. Thus in-
dividually alphabetized groups of records
were liled in card catalogwork and author
displays, and there was sleldom any indica-
tion ofwhen these classes began or ended
or what they represented.

Librarians frequently criticized these
highly organized, classified arrangements,
for the rensons identified by Cutter (for

example, Scheerer 1959).'In addition,
when early online catalogs were devel-
oped, it was discovered that contemporary
codes of liling rules (LC 1956 and ALA
1968) relied heavily on human intelpreta-
tion and contained many exceptions, attrib-
utes with which computers were unable to
cope (Wellisch 1983). The argument was
made that "filing should be a purely me-
chanical operation which can be reduced to
a straightforward arrangement o( sorts
and nulls. The filer or program should not
be expected to expand or interpret for
filing purposes" (Hines 1963, &,9). Those

advancing tlris argument prevailed, and
ALA 1980 and LC 1980 were developed to
accommodate the inflexibility of the mm-

puter by simpliling the liling process (ALA

1980, I-3; LC 1980,2J; Andenon 1982).
As mentioned earlier, ALA 1980 and

LC 1980 reduced the number ofclasses of
records in work and author displays to
two: editions or works, including related
works, which are interfiled, and works
about. However, whether or not these
classes were fbrmed depended almost en-
tirely on the presence of uniform author
and title headings. In any case, the reduc-
tion in the number of classes has not elimi-
nated the "large lile" problem, which con-
tinues to haunt catalog users (see, for
example, Wiberley, Daugherf, and
Danowski 1995). The online cataloe's inabil-
ityto demonstrate relationships ariong t""-
ords has been suggested as contributing to
the large ftle problem (Carlyle 1996). This
inability stems in part from t}re abandon-
ment, by codes of filing rules, of classified
dirpl"y. in which relationships among items
can be shown. Abandoning this method of
showing relationships is even more serious
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considerinq that current research advo-

cates an Jrr"tt .or" detailed olganization

of relationships among items in the cata-
log (fbr example, Svenonius 1988, Tillett

1991a, Smiraglia 1992, Leazer and Smi-

raglia 1996).

Tus BrnLtocRAPHrc

Rnr-erroNslilPs SCHEME

A second scheme that may be used to

guide the creation of displays that meet

the second objective for works is based on

Tillett's taxonomy of bibliographic rela-

tionships (I99la), whichwas developed to

{'acilitate the creation of a conceptual

model of the catalog. Tillett, in her rela-

tionship ta(onomy, spells out the types of

relationships that exist among works. Al-

though the taxonomy was not necessarily

intended as a scheme for creating online

catalog displays of works, it does define

relationships that might be used to group

items related to works in the catalog. The

groupings that are suggested by Tillett's

bibliographic relationships are first re-

viewed and then compared to the tradi-

tional groups created by liling and catalog-

ing rules (see Tillett 1991b for a complete

review of the treatment of bibliographic

relationships in cataloging rules).

Tillett deftnes the equioalerce rekttinr-

shE hrst. Equivalent items share intellectual

and artistic content as well as authonhip, and

her examples include copies, {'acsimiles, and

photocopies. A grouping of records based on

the equivalence relationship canbe regarded

as a subset ofthe {iling group "e&tions of the

work in the original language." Howeve4 the

original-language e&tions group also in-

cludes e&tions that have the same content

and authorship but might vary in other re-

spects; fbr example, they might have differ-

ent pubLshers, editors, or illustrators. In ad-

dition, the original editions liling group

might contain items that do not share iden-

tical intellectual and artistic mntent, for ex-

ample, revisions and abridgments.

Next, the derioatioe relntiorchlp erjs|is

between any item and anotler item that has

been derived from it. The range of items

sharing the derivative relationship extends

from items that exhibit only small differ-

ences in intellectual and artistic content to
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those that have very little intellectual and

artistic content in common. For example,
it may hold between editions that 

-are

nearly identical, as between an original
e&tion and a corrected edition published
by t}e same publisher and, at the other
extreme, between a textual edition of A
Christmas Carol and a Frenchpop-up book
version, avideo or au&o performance, orA
Christmas C arol card garne.

Smiraglia (1992, 28) refines derivative
relationships into various subrelation-
ships. Smiraglia's seven derivative subre-
lationships include: simultaneous deriva-
tions, successive derivations, translations,

amplifications, extractions, adaptations,

and perfbrmances. Some of his subrela-

tionships have been slightly modi{ied or
renamed in the following discussion to
facilitate comparison to filing rules group-
ings. Because the number of items that
can fall into the derivative relationship
category is so large, Smiraglia's subrela'-
tionships have the potential to be espe-
cially use{ul fbr grouping items in display.

Rersisions, which Smlraglia calls "suc-

cessive derivations," consisl of items that
have been revised. Anotherway oflooking
at revisions is to say that they have been

changed in such ^ *^y ^ io alter the

intellectual and artistic content of the
original without changing its intellectual
and artistic intent, fbrm, or format. In this
paper, a distinction is drawn between con-
tent, on the one hand, and intent, Ibrm,
and {brmat, on the other, because it is seen
as being central to making distinctions
between diff'erent types of derivations. In-
tellectual and artistic intent might include
intended audience, prrrpor"l point o1'
view, or discipline represented by a work.
Form includes internal structure; for ex-
ample, textual forms include outlines,

prose, plays, poetry etc. Format includes

extemal or physical structure, {br example,
sound recordings, videorecordings, books,
etc. It must be noted that some changes in
fbrmat do not indicate a derivation, in par-
ticular, those that replicate the conditions
underwhich the original item is experienced
(Helmer 1987). For instance, edidons ap-
pearing on audiocassettes and compact
discs, or editions appearing in book lbrmat
and microfbrm, could be considered to be

equivalent. With this exception noted, a

revision may thus be de{ined as resulting
from a change in intellectual or artistic

content without alterations in the intent,

form, or format of the original.

Revisiors have been included in two dif'-
f'erent groups in filing practice depending

on authorship conditions and tides used. If
authorship conditions and tide of the origi-
nal edition have been oreserved. then revi-

sions have normally been grouped with the
original editions, although treatment in this
area has varied in cataloging history. In

AAC&2R, if authorship conditions or tide

have changed, then revisions have been

treated as new works. Name-tide added en-

tries are not created for all revisions treated

as new worls, and thus records for these

revisions have not been filed with records

{br the original consistently.

Revisions can be contrastedto adapta-
tioru. which alter the intellectual and ar-
tistic intent, fbrm, or {brmat of an original

edition as well as its content. Smiraglia's
examples include simplifications, which
may result liom the desire to present the
work to a &fI'erent audience, and screen-

plays adapted from prose works, which

change the internal structure of a work

and may, in addition, include various

changes of intent. Other changes in artis-

tic intent, form, and format include paro-
dies, dramatizations, free translations,

and reproductions of artworks. Yee
(1994c, 

-1995a) 
identi{ies many types of

items that would be included here in parts

2 and 3 ofher review of the concept of
"work." We might also wish to add here
another of Smiraslia's derivative subrela-

tionships, perfbrriance, sound or video, as

a type of adaptation.
Most adaptations, including perlbrm-

ances, have been treated as new works in

traditiond cataloging practice because they

involve a change in authorship conditions. A

notable exception is music; performances of

musical works have been treated as editions
of the original work. In practice, treatment
of adaptations is similar to that of revisions

involving a change in authorship conditions;
name-title added entries may or may not be

required, and thus recorcls ior adaptauors
and perfbrmances may or may not be

grouped with records {br the original.
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Smiraglia also identi{ies trarulntlons ard
extra{-tions as sepaxate tgles of derivatiors.
Translatiors have alwavs been identiffed in
catalog displays and, as a group, are identical
to the group identilied in traditional prac-
tice. Smiraglia does not address the display
issue, but subgrouping by language for dis-
play pulposes, consonant with ffling nrle
practice, is a logical extension ofthe transla-
tion grouping.

Extractions include abridgments, con-
densations, and excerpts. Smiraglia in-
cludes excerpts in the extractions subrela-
tionship. Excelpts might also be
considered to bear a type of whole-part
relationship to an original. The whole-irart
relationshii is discrissed below. Extrac-
tions have often been treated as editions,
or as equivalents, in traditional cataloging
practice (Yee 1994c), with the exception
of abridgments that are seen ,N the work
ofthe abridger, which are treated as new
works related to the original and given
name-title added entries. As a result, rec-
ords for extractions have often been inter-
filed with records for original editions in
traditional {iling practice.

Ampffications of a work occur when a
new work has been created or produced
to ampli$/, add to, or extend the original
in some respect (Smiraglia 1992). One
may or may not wish to regard ampliffca-
tions as a type of derivation. A case might
be made for amplifications to be on a
parallel footing with Tillett's other biblio-
graphic relationships. Also, amplifications
subsume a large part of Tillettt accompa-
nying relationship, which, in this paper, is
not being regarded as a separate biblio-
graphic relationship (see discussion be-
low). The new work mav or mav not be
published with the original. Examples that
Smiraglia gives include illustrated texts,
musical settings, and concordances. In
traditional cataloging practice, amplifica-
tions published with the original have
most often been grouped with records for
the original work as if they were identical
to thei. Ampli{ications published sepa-
rately are usually treated as di{Ierent
works and related with a name-title added
entry. Records for these items are then
fiequently interliled with records for the
original work.
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The uhole -p art relationship holds "be-

tween a component part of a bibliographic

item or work and its whole" (Tillett 1991a,
156). Current cataloging practice calls lbr

the identiftcation of parts or selections

using either a unifbrm title (AACR2R,

rule 25.6) or a note identilying the host

item. If a unifbrm title is not used, records

for parts can be arranged randomly among
records {br the whole item; in some in-
stances they can interftle among totally

irrelevant records. If a uni{brm title is
used, separate groupings are created for
each part because the part name is in-

cluded as an extension ofthe uniform title.

A whole work that is published as part
ol'a collection can be identified with a
name-title added entry and, in most filing

codes, inter{iledwith other records forthe
work, but the practice of assigning name-

title added entries is limited to collections

comprised of three or fewer separate

items (AACR2R rule 2I.7Bl). Some-

times separate works are identilied in con-

tents notes only, and frequently they are

not identilled at all. As a result, biblio-

graphic records display the whole-part re-

lationship inconsistently.

The sequential relationship holds be-

tween an item and other items following

or preceding it. This relationship also has
been treated in a variety ofways in cata-

loging practice. For serial title changes,

practice has varied lrom creating a single
record with added title entries fbr the
various titles used, to creating a succes-

sion of entries representing the various

titles used with linking added entries. Re-

centlv successive entrv has been used. Use
o{'successive entry for serials implies that
serials whose titles have changed are dif-
f'erent works. However, added entries for
an earlier and a later title are mandated,
thereby partially grouping records under
both old and new titles in the catalog and
treating them as related works.

Items exemplilying other $ryes of se-

quential relationships-in particular, {ic-
tion sequels-are rarely identified in cata-

loging practice. If liction sequels are

identified, identi{ication is usually limited

to a note and not an added entry. In this
way the two schemes &ffer in the group-
ings that would be created in a work dis-
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play; the traditional liling rules scheme
would place far fewer items in this cate-

gory than the bibliographic relationships

scheme.

The descriptioe relationship translates

more or less into the class that has been
referred to here as works about a rrarticu-
lar work. Works in this relationihip are
exempli{ied by criticisms, commentaries,
and reviews. Cataloging practice pre-
scribes that subject added entries be in-
cluded in records for items bearing this
relationship, and liling practice has called
fbr this group of items to be {iled together
at the end ofa file ofwork records.

'fhe 
shared charact eristic relationship

is fbund among any two items that share
an identical characteristic. such as an
author or work name. In filing practice,
records are grouped when they share
identical access points, and thus group-
ings created by this relationship would be
identical to those created by filing rules so

long as the shared characteristic has been
given an access point. Groupings would
not be made in a catalog for characteristics
not given access points, although an on-
line catalog that has kepvord searching of
all fields makes such groupings possible if
the characteristics appear in the bibliog-
raphic records.

Tillett describ es the accompanying re-

lationship as holding between two or
more items that are published together or
are meant to be used together-between

an item and another item accompanying
it. I would arzue that there is no need for
a separate cal"go.y lbr accompanying re-
lationships, because although accompany-
ing materials are related, they always
share one or more of the relationships
described above.

All of the examples that Tillett gives of
items ol' the accompanying relationship
can be placed into one of the bibliographic
relationship categories described above.
Her examples include a predominant item
and a lesser item, e.9., a text and its supple-
ments. A supplement to a text might be
regarded either as an amplification or a se-
quel, depending on the nature ofthe sup-
plement. Other predominant items acrom-
panied by lesser items, such as a geography
text accompanied by an adas, a childrent

book accomparried by a doll, or a com-

puter lile accompanied by a manual, could

all be seen as amplifications. Items that

provide access to other items, LubeEky'.s
"dependent works" category, including

concordances, indexes, and catalogs,

might also be regarded as a special type of

amplification. Tillett's last example, the
separate components of a ht, do not nec-

essarily represent a bibliographic relation-
ship in that they, like chapters in a book,

comprise the item. If the individual com-

ponents of a kit are separated for some
reason, then the whole-part relationship

might be appropriately applied to de-
scribe the relationship of the part to the
whole and vice vena.

PRoBLEMS IN THE CREATToN oF

ORGANTZED AurnoneNp
Wonx Drspuys

Each ol'the schemes discu-ssed above. the

{iling rules scheme and the bibliographic

relationships scheme, {'alls somewhat short
of creating displays that fullill the second

obiective because they do not identily
clearly the nature oI, and relationships

among, items retrieved in a search lbr an
author or work. In this section, the {iling

n-rles scheme and the bibliographic relation-
ships scheme are evaluated with respect to

their limitations in guiding the creation of

catalog displays. The eflect of ke;'word

searching on the creation of relatiorxhip-

based displays is analyzed as well.

EvaluetloN oF THE Frr,rNc Rulns

ScHnvn

One critical weakness of the filing rules
scheme is that it depends on record con-
tent fbr grouping. This is unsatis{'actory
Ibr two reasons. First, record content is

determined by cataloging rules, and

sometimes the cataloging rules do not re-

quire the necessarycontent. For example,

because AACR2R and earlier codes have
not required the use of uniform title,

many records that are related cannot be

grouped together in catalog displays be-

cause they lack a uniform title. Even items

that share identical intellectual and artis-

tic content might be treated as different
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works because uni{brm titles are not used.
Another example is parodies; AACR2R
does not require a name-title added entry
for the work parodied, and as a result, the
relationship between a parody and the
work parodied is not shown.

A second reason that dependence on
record content fbr grouping is unsatisfac-
tory is that online catalogs might misfile
or ignore catalog headings in filing. When
catalog headings that are intended to
group records together are mis{iled or ig-
nored, the records representing particular
works and authors are scattereci. For ex-
ample, name-title added entries are fre-
quently filed not as two separate headings,
a name and a title, but as a single heading
(see line 6, fig. 3). Another example is
Iiling the work-s of an author undeititles
proper instead ofuniform titles. Although
these problems might be remedied by
corrected programming, thus far many
online catalog designers do not seem to be
inclined to move in this direction.

Another weakness of the ffling rules
scheme, particularlywhen viewed in the con-
text of works and the bibliographic relation-
ships scheme, is that it does not su{Iiciendy
&stinguish among items that bear &ff'erent
relationships to each other, treating as
equivalent items that are, in f'act, quite
dif{'erent. As Wilson has pointed out on
numerous occasions (e.g., 1983), the tra-
&tional Iiling rules scheme does not iden-
tify items that contain identical texts.
Even when editions are grouped together,
it is up to the user to look carefully at each
bibliographic record to determine which
one, for example, represents the most re-
cent edition. The qreatest failure to make
distinctions u*oig different types of
items is in the group of items that are
assigned name-title added entries. These
items might bear equivalent, derivative,
or sequential relationships to awork. Cur-
rently only one distinction can be made
among these items. The name-title added
entry provided by the MARC fbrmat al-
Iows two groups to be distinguished: a
group of related works, which includes
items bearing derivative and sequential
relationships, and a group of analytics,
which includes items bearing an equiva-
lence relationship.
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Ev,llue.ttox oF THE BrBLrocRAPHrc

RELATIoNSHIP Scnnur,

One of the major wealmesses of the biblio-

graphic relationship scheme is that the intel-
lectual and artistic distance of items bearing

a bibliographic relationship to an original

edition is not taken into account, nor are
authorship conditions. Intellectual and artis-
tic distance can be viewed in part as changes
in a work that involve its intent, fbrm, or

format, as discussed above. Authorship con-
ditions, particularly primary authorship, in-

herent in main enhy decisions, are closely

related to such changes in that a change in
main entrv indicates that an item has moved

a significant distance away from the original.

Traditional cataloging practice has

generally divided the derivative relation-

ship into two groups based on authorship

conditions represented in the items. This

dMsion might be seen as an indication of

the distance of a particular derived item

Irom the original. In the first group are

those items whose authorship is repre-

sented as being the same or nearly the

same as the authorship for original item,

Ibr example, an edition updated or revised

by the original author(s). Changes in sub-

sidiary authorship-for instance, changes

in illustrators or the addition of transla-
tors-have not been considered to change

signi{icantly the authorship conditions of

the original edition.

In the second group are those items

whose authorship is represented as being

&Il'erent from the original, for example,
an adaptation {br children by a new

author, an edition completely revised by

another author, or an adaptation into an-

other {brmat. While we might wish to

make more distinctions than these two, it

would be just as unwise to group dl items

sharing the derivative relationship to-

gether without making distinctions based

on distance from original or authorship

conditions. The subgroupings of the de-

rivative relationship suggested by Smi-

raglia remedy much of this problem, but

even so, it may be misleading to users if

all of these subgroupings appeared to-

gether in a work display as a single class.

Several aspects ofthe bibliographic re-

lationship scheme could be modifted to
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make it show the nature of items in awork

display more clearly. The equivalence re-
lationship as set forth by Tillett does not
distinguish between items sharing identi-

cal text or intellectual content onlv and
items sharing identical or nearly identical
title page representation as well as identi-

cal content. For example, it does not dis-

tinguish the relationship between an item
and a photoc,opy of that item (items that
share identical or nearly identical title

page representation, paging, and content)
and the relatiorxhip between an item pub-
lished by one publisher and an item with

identical content published by another pub-
Iisher (items that share identical content
only). Tillettt list of examples suggests tlat
she understands the equivalence relation-

ship to hold between items sharingidentical

title page representation,pagng, and intel-
lectual content. Yee (1994a) has recom-

mended that these items be considered near

equivalents and be described by the same

bibliographic record, with an in&cation of
changes in lbrmat or other minor changes.
With respect to items sharing identical intel-

lectual 6ntent only, Wilson-(1989b) has ar-

gued that our conception of"work" should

include only these items, which he calls
texts. It makes sense to reline Tillett'.s

equivalence relationship in display along
these lines by incorporating near equiva-
lents into the display of a single biblio-

graphic record, as recommended by Yee,
and by grouping items that share identical
intellectual content, regardless of title page
representation, as suggested by Wilson.

Smiraglia identifies a type of relation-
ship-the "simultaneous derivation"-

that might be helpful to treat as a subtnre
of equivalence relationship (Smiraglia

1992, 28). This relationship is called here
an orthographic mod.ification. Editions of
an English work published in the United
States might include differences in spell-
ing, and a textual work might be published
in large print or Braille. Changes such as
these do not affect the intellectual or ar-
tistic content of a work. Orthographic
modilications have never been classed
separately in any set of {iling rules, but
have been treated as equivalent editions.
When a work has many orthographic
modifications, this relationship might be

an important means of helping users iden-
tify quickly the items they need.

It might also be useful, depending on
the work displayed, to aralyze some of
Tillett's bibliographic relationships into
subrelationships, much the way Smiraglia
has done with the derivative relationship.

of items in which the whole ap

For example, items sharingwhole-part re-

lationshios could be divided into a srouolationships could be into a group
rooears withot ltems ln which the whole appears wrtn

other items in a collection and- then into

another group ofitems that contains parts
only. Another example is the sequential

relationship; items sharing the sequential

relationship could be grouped according

to whether they appear earlier in a se-

quence or later than the work displayed.

Bernhardt (1988) suggests this type of&s-

play fbr serials that have undergone title

changes. The problem of displaying se-

quels and serials is analogous to the prob-
lem of relating records for corporate

authors or other authors represented un-

der two or more difl'erent and sequential
names. Bernhardtt proposal for alterna-

tive serial displays provides a blueprint for

clarilying &splays of sequentially related

author names in the catalog as well.

KEYwoRD SnencsrNc e.ND DTSPLAY

Any implementation of the second obiec-

tive is challenged in the online environ-

ment by a phenomenon that could not

have existed in the manual environment,

which is the retrieval of records {br items

that are related to a particular work or

author but that have not been explicitly

linked in cataloging practice to that work

or author. Although these items lack de-

liberate cataloging links to the related

work or author they are retrieved in kev-

word searches (thai are assumed to have

Boolean functionality) because relevant

uncontrolled names or titles are embed-

ded within access lields or are present in

nonaccess fields (see items 1, 9, and 12 in

fig. I and I and It in fig. 2). Items in this

group are of two types. First are items that,

Ibr a variety of reasons supported by cata-
loging rules, lack deliberate links but are, in

I'act, e&tions, related works, or works about

the work or author sought (unlinkedworks

or authors). Second are items that lack de-
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liberate Iinks to a particular work or
author because they bear only a periph-
eral relationship to that work or author
(peripherally related works). Peripherally
related works include those that devote a
small percentage ofcontent to a particular
author or work or those that mention a
particular author or work in p:ssing. In
keyword searches fbr proli{ic au*rors and
highly manil'ested works, many recrcrds of
both types might be retrieved.

In principle, all records for particular
authors and works should be grouped ac-
cording to the second obiective. Howeve4
{br various reasons, cataloging nrles and
practice have not required the creation of
explicit links in ever/record for items that
incorporate the work of an author or an
e&tion of awork. For example, if an edition
of a work is published in a collection of four
or more works (MCft2R rule 21.7) or if a
translator or illustrator does not {ullill basic
added entry requirements (AACft2R mle
2I.30K), explicit linking is not required. The
reasons lbr this are primarily economic; t}re
price of explicit link is high and as a result,
the number ol links has been limited.

Fortunately, some unlinked records
can be identified automatically. Forexam-
ple, many editions of works are contained
in single-volume collections of an authort
works. In many records for these collec-
tions, the author's name appears in the
main entry lield andtitles of the contained
works appear in the contents note lield. In
these cases, records for single-volume col-
lections containing editions of single
works could be au-"tomaticallv identifi"ed
and grouped with other equivalent items.
Unfortunately, not all unlinl<ed records are
so easily identified. However, many of those
that are not could be grouped with periph-
erally related items an-d thus become some-
what accessible to catalog users.

Any argument to include peripherally
related items in the second obiective with
other items more closely related to a par-
ticular work or author can be challenged.
Nonetheless, it is the case that these it6ms
are retrieved and displayed in keyword
searches, that catalog^u.'ets r"e th'em in
the set ofretrieved reiords, and that their
relationship to the work or author sought,
however slight, will be recognized. Toin-
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clude these items {brmally within the

scope of the second objective would re-

quire a change in current practice such

that catalogers would be required to as-

sign explicit links to all items bearing any
relationship, no matter how slight, to an
author or work. Such a move is undoubt-

edly impossible given economic con-
straints. Further, and perhaps more im-

portant, it may not be desirable to water

down the groups of closely related items

with items that are more distantly related
to a work or author sought. On tie other

hand, to group these items with totally

unrelated items might also be undesirable
given that they will be seen and might be

of interest to some catalog users.
A compromise position would take ad-

vantage of existing computer technolory
and would group peripherally related

items at the end of an author or work

display automatically. For example, once

all the records containing explicit links {br

foycet Ulysses were organized, the re-

maining records could be searched using

the terms "ulysses" and 
'joyce." 

Those

records that contained both terms could

then be grouped into the peripherally re-

lated records category. Because this

grouping would rely on the existence of

uncontrolled author names and titles, it

would not be perf'ect, nor would all pe-
ripherally related records be assembled.

However, labels identifying classes of pe-
ripherally related and unrelated records

in a catalog display could indicate the un-

certainty of the classification. A message
such as "Items probably related to [name
of work or author]" could identifi those
items automatically identilied as periph-
erally related, while the group of unre-

lated records could be accompanied by

the message "Items that may or may not

be related to [name of work or author]."

Tnn OnclrurzED DTsPLAY Scurun:
A NBw Scnrur FoR FULFTLLTNG

THE SECOND on;nCrrvn rN THE
Our,rNr Cerer,oc

The preceding review and analysis ofthe
ftling rule and bibliographic relationship

schemes laythe groundwork fbrthe devel-
opment of'a scheme that fulfills the sec-
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ond objective to a greater extent than has
been accomplished befbre. This new
scheme, the organized display scheme,
combines the strengths ofboth ofthe ear-
lier schemes to grve users a precise indi-
cation ofthe nature ofitems retrieved and
the relationships among them by taking
into account both the types ofrelationship

present among items as well as the dis-
tance ofan item from the original. It also
acknowledges the presence of peripheral
and unlinked items retrieved in a keyword

environment.

The emphasis in this paper has been on
the identification of groups or classes of
items that share speciffc relationships.

The reason {br this was to facilitate the
creation of summary displays in which all
the records fbr a particular work or a par-
ticular author could be displayed on a
single screen. Evidence exists that some
catalog users, when con{ronted with large
sets of retrieved items, leave the cataloq

without consulting a single record (Wiberl

ley, Daugherty, and Danowski 1995). The
compression oflarge retrieval sets ofwork
and authorrecords onto single screens has
the potential to relieve this problem ol'
overload.

WORK NAME / AUTHOR NAME

EditioN
. Books
. R@ordings
. Large print, Braille,
. nlustraled editions, editions witi commentaN.
. Work nw ptb[shed with other works

. Revisions, updated editions, --

. Tmladons

. Parts, slections, extrrcts, .

AdaptatioN & Relared Wo*s
. Abridgements. simplified vereions, summuies.
.  Sequels,supplements,, . .
. Videos, motion pictures
. Muical versioni
. Pictus ad other graphic versions
. Compuer vemioni,  CO-nOVs, . . .
. Indexs, concorduces,
. Miselluous

Works abott Work name

Item Fobably related to Work w

Items thar may or may notbe re1latr.d to Work nM

OdEt worksby Author w

Figure 4. Summary Work Display for Text

Original.

In ligures 4 and 5, summary work and

author displays are suggested. These sum-

maries are suggestions only, because dif-
{'erent works are manifested in different

ways and would be served best by custom-
ized displays. For example, some works

have been adapted many times and have

many related works associated with them
and some do not. If {'ew adapted and re-
lated works are associated with a particu-
lar work, then that grouping could appear

as a single selection under "Editions" and

not as a major grouping with specilied

subgroupings. Likewise, if many items in

a subgrouping existed, for example, am-

pli{ications of a particular work, it would

be uselul to divide that group into sub-

groups, perhaps grouping all of the texts
that have been illustrated and then all of

the texts that have been published with

commentaries. and so fbrth. Another rea-
son that the work display in {igure 4 is only

a suggestion is that it a^ssumes that the

original edition is a text; originals that are

not texts would require slightly &ff'erent

summary displays.
In the summary work display (figure

4), those items whose intellectual and ar-

tistic content are close or identical to the

original work-in other words, the items

that are normally given the same main

entry-appear together in the first major

grouping of items on the screen. Items

sharing the same text appear in the first

Single Works
WorknaresA-H
Worknws l -O
WorknamesP-Z

Colleted Works

Sel€tions from Arth or mrc's wotks

Spurious md doubtful works

Works aboutAutror Mrc (biognphy, criticism, ..-)

Items probably elaed b Auilor rure

Items that may or may not be related to A uthor nw

Works by the samelrehted author: Author name 2

Figure 5. Summary Author Display.
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{ive subgroups, with revisions and transla-
tions appearing next, and finally items that
represent parts on[y. In the next major
grouping are those items whose intellec-
tual and artistic content are further lrom
the original by virtue of the fact that their
intellectual or artistic intent, Ibrm, and
fbrmat have been altered. These items
have normally been given main entries
dilTerent lrom the original. The sub-
groupings in this category include
videorecordings and musical and com-
puter versions. A miscellaneous category
is included lbr items that might not fit any
ofthe other adaptations and related works
subgroupings eiactly.

The summary author display ({igure 5)
is based entirely on the filing rule scheme,
since the bibliographic relationship
scheme applies to works only. Like work
displays, displays Ibr individual authors
could be customized according to the re-
lationships among the items"retrieved.
Few authors, {br example, would have any
items appearing in a "spurious and doubt-
f ul work" category and it would seldom be
needed in an author display.

One of the limitations of summary &s-
plap such as the ones suggested here is that
relationships between individual items that

summary display level.

MovrNG TowaRD Nuw Scnnruns
FOR DISPIJ\Y

Although it is not within the scope of this
paper to outline how a new display
scheme could be implemented, it will be
hriefly addressed here. It is wellwithin the

" 
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capacity of current computer technolory

to create displays that identi{y clearlyvari-

ous classes of materials. Such displays
could be designed using various ap-

proaches, {br example, using graphical,

hierarchical tree-structures to illustrate

the types of materials retrieved in a

search. The computer could also create

permanent links among records so that

every record would always be linked to the

entire set of records related to it. An ad-

vantage of the electronic environment is

that it can provide relationship-based dis-

plays without the hazards slch displays

presented in the card environment; that

is. users would alwavs be able to see a
summary screen thatidentifies clearly the

classes of related items retrieved.

Although it is within the power of the

computer to create relationship-based

displays, two major obstacles must be

overcome lirst: the inadequate identifica-
tion of relationships in existing cataloging

records and the limitations ol' current

cataloging practice and the MARC lbr-

mat. To eliminate the first obstacle it

would be necessary to identily existing

cataloging records that lack appropriate
links and then upgrade them by adding

those links. It is likely that upgrading ex-

isting records would be prohibitively ex-

pensive. A compromise would be to up-

grade cataloging fbr only those records

associated with works and authors repre-

sented by large numbers of records and
sought {iequently by catalog users. This
worst-case approach, while {'ar {rom ideal,
would lower the cost ofupgrading current

records by limiting its application to those
works and authors that are both sought
{iequently by catalog users and are most
likely to result in long, disorganized dis-

plays.
Eliminating the second obstacle, the

limitations of cataloging practice and the
MARC {brmat, is more of a challenge. As
noted several times in this p^p"t
AACR2R does not identify relationships

between items consistently. AACR2R, like
many of the cataloging iodes that pre-
ceded it, restricts itself to the creation of
individual cataloging records and says lit-

tle about catalog display. While rules lbr
record construction might have been suf-
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ficient to guarantee lulfillment ol'the sec-
ond objective in the card environment,
they are not su{ftcient to guarantee it in
the online environment. Ronald Hagler
has put it this way (1989, 212):

AACR2 is still written as if it were a code
only for inputting data. Use of the com-
puter, however, separates what is input
from its output, or display, formats, allow-
ing selection and reformatting decisions to
intervene. Output formats have unfortu-
nately gone somewhat adrift of the code
and seem to be considered by many to be
independent of cataloging rules Special
attention is now required to reintegrate
them with those rules, especially in the
context of online catalogues.

Widespread implementation of relation-

log, it does not explicitly provide {br the
second objective in catalog displays. Il'the
objectives are to be truly accepted and
endorsed, then at some level AACR2R
must provide standards or guidelines that
implement them.

The number of suggestions for sub-
stantial changes in the MARC {brmat is
increasing. MARC has many problems
(see, for example Leazer 1992), not the
least of which is its limited ability to show
relationships. Heaney (1995) presents a
plan to restructure MARC records that
could be used to create the type of dis-
plays presented here.

our catalogs to provide a variety ofrecord

arrangements; for example, arrangements
by publication date or by other elements
of a cataloging record. It is not so.easy,
however, for existing catalogs to provide
organized, relationship-based displays,
nor would it be easy for users to articulate
a need for a relationship-based display. It
is only members of the cataloging profes-
sion who, understanding and endorsing
the objectives of the catalog, have the
power to change the current situation
such that fulftllment of the second objec-
tive becomes a reality. Such a change is
Iong overdue.
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